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ON THE REDUCTIONS OF CERTAIN
TWO-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALLINE
REPRESENTATIONS
BODAN ARSOVSKI
Abstract. The question of computing the reductions modulo p of certain
two-dimensional crystalline p-adic Galois representations has been studied ex-
tensively, and the answer is known for small weights, very small slopes, and
very large slopes. A conjecture of Breuil, Buzzard, and Emerton says that
these reductions are irreducible when the weight is even and the slope is not
an integer. We prove partial instances of this conjecture for slopes up to p−1
2
.
1. Introduction
Let p be an odd prime number and k > 2 be an integer, and let a be an element of Zp
such that vp(a) > 0. With k and a one can associate a two-dimensional crystalline
p-adic representation Vk,a of the local Galois group GQp , and one can speak of its
reduction V k,a (more precisely, of the semi-simplification of the reduction modulo
the maximal ideal m of Zp of a Galois stable Zp-lattice in Vk,a). The question of
computing this reduction has been studied extensively, and the answer is known
in the ordinary case (due to the work of Deligne and Serre, see [DS74]), when
k 6 2p+ 1 (due to the work of Fontaine, Edixhoven, Berger, and Breuil, see [Ber10],
[Bre03], [Bre03b], [Edi92]), when the slope vp(a) is greater than or equal to ⌊
k−2
p−1⌋
(due to the work of Berger, Li, and Zhu, see [BLZ04]), and—outside of a small
region where the slope is 32—when vp(a) < 2 (due to the work of Buzzard, Gee,
Bhattacharya, Ganguli, and Ghate, see [BG15], [BG09], [BG13], [GG15]). In all
known cases when the weight is even, the reduced representation is reducible only
if the slope is an integer. The following conjecture, made by Breuil, Buzzard, and
Emerton (see conjecture 4.1.1 in [BG16]), says that this is always true.
Conjecture A. If k is even and vp(a) 6∈ Z then V k,a is irreducible.
We show the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that ν − 1 < vp(a) < ν ∈ Z>0. If
k 6≡ 3, 4, . . . , 2ν, 2ν + 1 mod p− 1,
then V k,a is irreducible. In particular, conjecture A is true when
k 6≡ 4, . . . , 2ν mod p− 1.
Date: June 2018.
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Note that theorem 1 is vacuous when the slope is greater than p−12 . The proof is
based on the method (developed by Breuil, Buzzard, and Gee) of using the local
Langlands correspondence and its compatibility with reduction modulo p to com-
pute the representations of GQp by computing the corresponding Banach algebra
representations of GL2(Qp). One difficulty with using this method to compute V k,a
stems from the fact that the corresponding Banach algebra does not have enough
simple-looking elements when the weight is small: for example, it might not contain
multiples of suitably large powers of θ (in the notation from lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 and
remark 4.4 in [BG09]). Indeed, the work of Buzzard, Gee, Bhattacharya, Ganguli,
and Ghate crucially assumes a lower bound on p and cites previous work which deals
(by using different methods) with small k. To give one indication why these small
weights are delicate we note that a proper adaptation of the method employed in
this note to them would re-prove the main result of [BLZ04] with the better bound
k−1
p+1 , and this is still conjectural (see conjecture 2.1.1 in [BG16]). In this note we
do not concern ourselves with determining V k,a at these points, rather we assume
that the weight is sufficiently large and deduce the main theorem for the remaining
weights by appealing to already known results (the classification of V k,a for small
k, the main result of [BLZ04], the main result of [Ber10]). The most difficult ob-
stacle to be overcome in the proof (and the one to which the most involved part
of this note is devoted to) is that as k approaches a “small weight” k0 it becomes
increasingly more difficult to distinguish the picture for k from the picture for k0.
Informally speaking, we consider certain combinatorial expressions in characteristic
zero associated with elements of the Banach algebra that vary continuously in the
parameter k. In particular, when evaluated at a point k that approaches k0, the
combinatorial expression associated with k approaches the combinatorial expres-
sion associated with k0. Therefore, since the particular method used in this note
is delicate for a certain family of “small weights” k0, the reasons for it working for
k must be found by computing these combinatorial expressions to higher precision.
If one thinks of k as living in “weight space” then what this means is that there
is a discrete set of points in weight space where the method is delicate (a certain
family of “small weights”), that the conjecture is relatively simpler outside of the
union of open disks centered at these points, and that it becomes increasingly more
difficult approaching the centers of the disks. In simple terms, the way we deal in
the proof of theorem 1 with a weight k = k0 + ǫ that is close to k0 is by using a key
technical lemma which relates the disappearance of certain factors of the Banach
algebra with certain associated matrices having high rank, and by using a kind of
Taylor series expansion
A(k) = A(k0) + ǫA
′(k0) + O(ǫp)
for such an associated matrix A (which depends on the parameter k). Here A′ is a
carefully constructed function of k that plays the role of the “derivative” of A. The
trick we use here is to notice that the delicateness of the “small weights” k0 trans-
lates to A(k0) not having full rank (as a map of Qp-vector spaces) and to deduce
the required property of the rank of A(k) by proving that the reduction modulo p
of the restriction of A′(k0) to the right kernel of A(k0) has full rank (as a map of
Fp-vector spaces). This allows us to deduce certain combinatorics in characteristic
zero from more complicated combinatorics in characteristic p and, while the com-
putations stemming from the “derivative” are significantly more complicated, this
is compensated for by the fact that combinatorics is simpler in characteristic p.
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2. Assumptions, definitions, and notation
Let Dk,a = D = Qpe1 ⊕Qpe2 be the weakly admissible filtered (ϕ,N)-module with
Hodge–Tate weights (0, k − 1), a filtration Filk−1(D) = Qpe1, a Frobenius map ϕ
such that ϕ(e1) = p
k−1e2 and ϕ(e2) = −e1 + ae2, and a monodromy map N = 0.
We define Vk,a to be the representation that is crystalline on Qp and such that
Dcris(V
∗
k,a) = Dk,a. Let V k,a be the semi-simplification of the reduction modulo
the maximal ideal m of Zp of a Galois stable Zp-lattice in Vk,a. Since the theorem
we want to prove is vacuous for p−12 6 vp(a) and V k,a has been described completely
for k 6 2p+ 1, let us assume that a2 6= 4pk−1 and a 6= ±(1 + p−1)pk/2. Let W be
a finite-dimensional representation of a closed subgroup H of G = GL2(Qp). By a
locally algebraic (l.a.) map H →W we mean a map which on an open subgroup
of H is the restriction of a rational map on (the algebraic group) H, and we say
that W is locally algebraic if the map h ∈ H 7→ hw ∈W is locally algebraic for all
w ∈ W . For a closed subgroup H of G and a locally algebraic finite-dimensional
representation W of H we define the compact induction of W by
indGH W := {l.a. maps G→W | f(hg) = hf(g) & supp f is compact in H\G}.
Let B be the Borel subgroup of G consisting of those elements that are upper trian-
gular, let K be the maximal hyper-special compact open subgroup GL2(Zp) ⊂ G,
and let Z be the center of G. Let F ∈ {Qp,Fp}. For an open subgroup H of G,
a locally algebraic finite-dimensional representation W of H , and elements g ∈ G
and w ∈ W , let g •H,F w be the unique element of ind
G
H W that is supported on
Hg−1 and maps g−1 to w. Since H\G is discrete, every element of indGH W can
be written as a finite linear combination of functions of the type g •H,F w. It is
easy to check that g1(g2 •H,F hw) = g1g2h •H,F w. For ξ ∈ F, let ξ •H,F w denote
ξ(id •H,F w). Let µx be the unramified character of the Weil group that sends the
geometric Frobenius to x. Write λ for one of the roots of X2 − aX + pk−1, so that
the other root is λ−1pk−1. Let ρ : B → Q
×
p be the character defined by
B ∋ ( x y0 z ) 7→ µλp1−k(x)µλ−1 (z)|x/z|
1/2.
We can view Symk−2(Q
2
p) as the G-module of homogeneous polynomials in x and
y of total degree k − 2 with coefficients in Qp, with G acting by
( g1 g2g3 g4 ) · v(x, y) = v(g1x+ g3y, g2x+ g4y)
for (
g1 g2
g3 g4 ) ∈ G and v(x, y) ∈ Sym
k−2(Q
2
p). Similarly, if R ∈ {Zp,Fp}, we can view
Symk−2(R2) as the KZ-module of homogeneous polynomials in x and y of total
degree k − 2 with coefficients in R, with KZ acting by
( g1 g2g3 g4 ) · v(x, y) = v(g1x+ g3y, g2x+ g4y)
for (
g1 g2
g3 g4 ) ∈ KZ and v(x, y) ∈ Sym
k−2(R2). Let
Σ˜k−2 = Sym
k−2(Q
2
p) := Sym
k−2(Q
2
p)⊗ |det|
k−2
2 .
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In particular, ( p 00 p ) acts on Sym
k−2(Q
2
p) as multiplication by p
k−2 and it acts on
Σ˜k−2 trivially. Let Σk−2 be the reduction of Sym
k−2(Z
2
p)⊗ |det|
k−2
2 modulo m. Let
us consider the Qp-representation
π = indGB(µλp1−k | |
1/2 × µλ−1 | |
−1/2).
Here B is a parabolic subgroup of G and indGB denotes parabolic induction. Let
us fix embeddings Q →֒ Qp and Q →֒ C. Then π corresponds to a principal series
representation which is the admissible representation of G associated with Vk,a via
the classical local Langlands correspondence. Breuil and Berger construct (defini-
tion 4.2.4 in [BB10]) an admissible unitary Banach space representation B(Vk,a) of
G over Qp whose locally algebraic vectors are
Symk−2(Q
2
p)⊗ |det|
− 12 ⊗ π
and which contains an open G-stable lattice L . They define B(Vk,a,ε) as the semi-
simplification of L ⊗ Fp (the resulting representation is independent of the choice
of the lattice L ). Following the approach in [BG09], we note that(
Σ˜k−2 ⊗ ind
G
KZ 1
)
/ im(T − a) ∼= Symk−2(Q
2
p)⊗ |det|
− 12 ⊗ π,
where T is the Hecke operator corresponding to the double coset of ( p 00 1 ). An
explicit formula for T is
T (γ •KZ,Qp v) =
∑
µ∈Fp
γ( p [µ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp
(
( 1 −[µ]0 p ) · v
)
+ γ( 1 00 p ) •KZ,Qp ((
p 0
0 1 ) · v),
where [ξ] is the Teichmüller lift of ξ ∈ Fp to Zp. Let us write σt for Sym
t(F
2
p), and
let us write h for the number in {0, . . . , p− 2} that is congruent to h mod p− 1 and
h for the number in {1, . . . , p− 1} that is congruent to h mod p− 1. The following
is a theorem of Berger (theorem A in [Ber10]).
Theorem 2. For t ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, λ ∈ Fp, and a character ψ : Q
×
p → F
×
p let
π(t, λ, ψ) = (indGKZ σt/(T − λ))⊗ ψ,
where T is the Hecke operator corresponding to the double coset of ( p 00 1 ). Let ω be the
mod p reduction of the cyclotomic character. Let ind(ωt+12 ) be the unique irreducible
representation whose determinant is ωt+1 and that is equal to ωt+12 ⊕ ω
p(t+1)
2 on
inertia. Then there is the following bijective correspondence.
V k,a B(Vk,a)
(µλω
t+1 ⊕ µλ−1)⊗ ψ ⇐⇒
(
π(t, λ, ψ) ⊕ π(p− 3− t, λ−1, ωt+1ψ)
)ss
,
ind(ωt+12 )⊗ ψ ⇐⇒
(
indGKZ σt/T
)
⊗ ψ.
For α ∈ Zp, let O(α) denote the sub-Zp-module
α indGKZ(Sym
k−2(Z
2
p)⊗ |det|
k−2
2 ) ⊆ indGKZ(Sym
k−2(Z
2
p)⊗ |det|
k−2
2 ).
We abuse this notation and write O(α) for a term f ∈ O(α). Let Θk,a be
im
(
indGKZ(Sym
k−2(Z
2
p)⊗ |det|
k−2
2 ) −−−→ indGKZ Σ˜k−2/(T − a)
)
,
let Θk,a = Θk,a ⊗ Fp, and let Ia be the kernel of the quotient map
indGKZ Σk−2 −−−→ Θk,a.
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We refer by “im(T − a)” to the image of the map
T − a ∈ End(indGKZ Σ˜k−2).
It is a G-submodule of the G-module indGKZ Σ˜k−2. Note that if an element of
indGKZ Σk−2 is the reduction modulo m of an element of im(T − a) then it is also in
the “kernel” Ia. Let H be a subgroup of GL2(Zp) and let V be an Fp[H ]-module.
Let V (m) denote the twist V ⊗ detm. Let Ih denote the left Fp[KZ]-module of
degree h homogeneous functions F2p → Fp that vanish at the origin, where Z is
defined to act trivially and α ∈ K is defined to act as (αf)(x, y) = f((x, y)α). Let
us write σh = Sym
h(F
2
p). Then σh ⊂ Ih, since a polynomial in σh is also a function
F2p → Fp with all of the relevant properties. Due to lemma 3.2 in [AS86], there is a
map
f ∈ Ih 7−−−→
∑
u,v f(u, v)(vX − uY )
−h ∈ σ−h(h),(♣)
which gives an isomorphism Ih/σh ∼= σ−h(h), and therefore the only two factors
of Ih are σh (“the submodule”) and σ−h(h) (“the quotient”). If h 6= p− 1 then
σ−h(h) is not a submodule of Ih (since the actions of (
λ 0
0 λ ) on σ−h(h) and Ih do
not match), and hence σh is the only submodule. If h = p− 1 then σ−h(h) = σ0 is
also a submodule: the submodule of those functions that are equal to a constant
everywhere except at the origin. Let θ = xyp − xpy, and for a polynomial f with
coefficients in Zp let f denote its reduction modulo m. Let us write r = k − 2 > 0.
For α > 0, let
Nα = θ
α
Σr−α(p+1)/θ
α+1
Σr−(α+1)(p+1) ∼= Ir−2α(α).
These are the subquotients of the filtration
Σr ⊃ θΣr−p−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ θ
α
Σr−α(p+1) ⊃ · · ·
To this there corresponds a filtration of indGKZ Σr. Let us denote by N̂α the corre-
sponding subquotients of that filtration. Since Θk,a ∼= ind
G
KZ Σr/Ia, there is also
a filtration
Θk,a = Θ0 ⊃ Θ1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Θα ⊃ · · ·
whose subquotients are quotients of N̂α. I.e., there is a surjection
N̂α −−−→ Θα/Θα+1,
and the kernel of this surjection consists of those elements of N̂α that are repre-
sented by an element of Ia. Therefore, in order to compute Θk,a by eliminating
the possible subquotients in this filtration, we wish to find elements of Ia that
represent non-trivial elements in the subquotients N̂α. Let us assume that s = r
and t(p− 1) = r − s and that ν − 1 < vp(a) < ν for some positive integer ν 6
p−1
2
(as the statement of theorem 1 is vacuous when p−12 < ν). Let us use the notation
m≫ 0 for “m is sufficiently large”. For a formal variable X and n ∈ Z>0, let us
use the notation (
X
n
)
= Xnn! =
X(X−1)···(X−n+1)
n! ,
and
(
X
n
)
= 0 if n ∈ Z<0, so that Xn denotes the falling factorial. Moreover, let(
X
n
)∂
= ∂∂X
(
X
n
)
.
Let us define the Stirling number of the first kind s1(n, k) as the coefficient of X
k
in Xn. Therefore,
( s1(i,j)i! )06i,j6m · (1, . . . , X
m)T = (
(
X
0
)
, . . . ,
(
X
m
)
)T .
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Let us also define the Stirling number of the second kind s2(n, k) as the coefficient
of Xk in X
n, in the sense that
Xn =
∑n
k=0 s2(n, k)Xk.
In particular, (s2(i, j))06i,j6m is the inverse of (s1(i, j))06i,j6m and
(j!s2(i, j))06i,j6m · (
(
X
0
)
, . . . ,
(
X
m
)
)T = (1, . . . , Xm)T .
By a “nice” family of polynomials we mean a family {f} = {fw}w>0 of polynomials
over Zp such that fw has degree w and leading coefficient cw,{f} ∈ Z
×
p . For a “nice”
family of polynomials {f}, a family {Di}i∈Z of elements of Zp, and for w > 0, let
us define
ϑw,{f}(Di) =
∑
iDifw(i).
This is a slight abuse of notation since ϑw,{f} is a function of the family {Di}i∈Z
(and therefore it would be more proper to write ϑw,{f}({Di}i∈Z)). In the case when
the family {f} is defined by fw(X) =
(
X(p−1)
w
)
we omit mentioning {f} and write
ϑw,{f} = ϑw. Let us also define
Mu,n =
∑
i
(
u
i(p−1)+n
)
for u > 0 and n ∈ Z, and let Mu = Mu,0.
3. Technical lemmas
Lemma 3. (1) If m,u, v > 1 and n ∈ Z and u ≡ v mod (p− 1)pm−1 then
Mu,n ≡ Mv,n mod p
m.(c-a)
If u = tu(p− 1) + su with su = u then
Mu = 1 + δu≡p−10 +
tu
su
p+ O
(
tup
2
)
.(c-b)
If n 6 0 then
Mu,n =
∑−n
i=0(−1)
i
(
−n
i
)
Mu−n−i,0.(c-c)
If n > 0 then
Mu,n ≡ (1 + δu≡p−1n≡p−10)
(
u
n
)
mod p.(c-d)
If b, l, n, w > 0 are such that u > (b+ l)n and l > w then∑
j(−1)
j−b
(
l
j−b
)(
u−nj
w
)
= δw=ln
l.(c-e)
If X is a formal variable and t ∈ Z and l, w > 0 then(
X
t+l
)(
t
w
)
=
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
l+w−v−1
w−v
)(
X
v
)(
X−v
t+l−v
)
.(c-f )
Consequently, if u,m, l, w > 0 are such that u+ l > m+ w then∑
i
(
u−m+l
i(p−1)+l
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
=
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
l+w−v−1
w−v
)(
u−m+l
v
)
Mu−m+l−v,l−v.(c-g)
If y ∈ Z and u, v > 0 then∑
w(−1)
w
(
y
w
)∂(y+u−w
v−w
)
= −
∑
w>0
1
w
(
u−w
v−w
)
.(c-h)
If y ∈ Z and u, v > 0 then∑
w(−1)
w
(
y
w
)(
y+u−w
v−w
)
= (−1)v
(
v−u−1
v
)
.(c-i)
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If l > 1 and j, v > 0 then∑
w
(
l−1
w−1
)(
−j
w−v
)
= (−1)l−v
(
j−v
l−v
)
.(c-j)
If i, u, v > 0 then∑
l(−1)
l
(
l
i
)(
u
l−v
)
= (−1)u+v
(
v
u+v−i
)
.(c-k)
(2) Let {f} be any “nice” family of polynomials and let {Di}i∈Z be a family of
elements of Zp such that Di = 0 for i 6∈ [0,
r−α
p−1 ] and ϑw,{f}(Di) = 0 for all
0 6 w < α. Then∑
iDix
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α = θαh
for some h.
(3) Let X and Y denote formal variables, and let
cj = (−1)
jα!
(
X+j+1
j+1
(
Y
α−j−1
)
+
(
Y
α−j
))
∈ Q[X,Y ] ⊂ Q(X,Y )
be polynomials over Q of degrees α− j, for 1 6 j 6 α. Let
M = (Mw,j)06w,j6α
be the (α+ 1)× (α+ 1) matrix over Q(X,Y ) with entries
Mw,0 = (−1)
w (Y−X)Xw
Yw+1
,
Mw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
X+j
v
)((
Y +j−v
j−v
)
−
(
X+j−v
j−v
))
,
for 0 6 w 6 α and 0 < j 6 α. Then the first α− 1 entries of
Mc =M(Yα, c1, . . . , cα)
T = (d0, . . . , dα)
T
are zero, and dα =
(Y−X)α+1
Y−α .
(4) For α, λ, µ > 0, let Lα(λ, µ) be the (α+ 1)× (α+ 1) matrix with entries
Ll,j =
∑α
k=0
j!
l!
(
µ
λ
)k
s1(l, k)s2(k, j),
where s1(l, k) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind and s2(k, j) are the
Stirling numbers of the second kind. Then
Lα(λ, µ)(
(
λX
0
)
, . . . ,
(
λX
α
)
)T = (
(
µX
0
)
, . . . ,
(
µX
α
)
)T .
Proof. (1) (c-a) This follows from the equations
Mu,n =
1
p−1
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]−n(1 + [µ])u
and x1+(p−1)p
m−1
≡ x mod pm for x ∈ {0} ∪ Z×p .
(c-b) For µ ∈ Fp\{−1, 0} let
xµ =
(1+[µ])p−1−1
p ∈ Zp.
Then, if u = tu(p− 1) + su = t(p− 1) + s with s = su = u, Mu is
1 + δs=p−1 +
1
p−1
∑
µ∈Fp\{−1,0}
(1 + [µ])s
(
tpxµ +
(
t
2
)
p2x2µ + · · ·+
(
t
t
)
ptxtµ
)
.
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It is easy to show that
(
t
j
)
pj = O
(
tp2
)
for j > 1, so
Mu = 1 + δs=p−1 +Astp+ O
(
tp2
)
for some As which only depends on s. We can take t = 1 to find that As =
1
s works.
(c-c) This follows from repeated application of the equation
Mu,v = Mu−1,v +Mu−1,v−1,
which holds true for u, v > 1.
(c-d) This follows from the congruence
Mu,n ≡ −
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]−n(1 + [µ])u ≡ −
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]−n(1 + [µ])u mod p.
(c-e) Let us denote
Hu,n,w,l =
∑
j(−1)
j−b
(
l
j−b
)(
u−nj
w
)
.
Then
Hu,n,w,l = Hu−1,n,w,l +Hu−1,n,w−1,l,
and we can use this equation to reduce to the case when u = (b+ l)n. In that case,
after changing to the variable i = j − b, what we want to show is that∑
i(−1)
l−i
(
l
i
)(
ni
w
)
= δw=ln
l
for w 6 l. Note that, since
(
ni
w
)
is a polynomial in i of degree w, this would follow
if we were to prove that ∑
i(−1)
l−i
(
l
i
)
iw = δw=lw!
for w 6 l. In fact, the two claims are equivalent since iw can be written as a linear
combination of
(
ni
w
)
, . . . ,
(
ni
0
)
. In particular, the latter claim is also equivalent to∑
i(−1)
l−i
(
l
i
)(
i
w
)
= δw=l
for w 6 l, and indeed∑
i(−1)
l−i
(
l
i
)(
i
w
)
= (−1)l−w
(
l
w
)∑
i(−1)
i−w
(
l−w
i−w
)
=
(
l
w
)
(1− 1)l−w = δw=l.
(c-f ) After expanding the binomial coefficients on both sides, we can see that the
claim we want to show is
Xt+lt!
(t+l)!(t−w)!w! =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
l+w−v−1
w−v
) Xt+l
v!(t+l−v)! .
In particular, we can cancel out all appearances of X and multiply both sides by
(t+ l)! to get the equivalent identity(
t
w
)
=
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
l+w−v−1
w−v
)(
t+l
v
)
.
Since (−1)w−v
(
l+w−v−1
w−v
)
=
(
−l
w−v
)
, this follows from the fact that the left side is
the coefficient of Xw in (1 +X)t and the right side is the coefficient of Xw in
(1 +X)−l(1 +X)t+l (this identity is also typically referred to as Vandermonde’s
convolution formula).
(c-g) If we apply c-f to X = u−m+ l and t = i(p− 1), we get that(
u−m+l
i(p−1)+l
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
=
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
l+w−v−1
w−v
)(
u−m+l
v
)(
u−m+l−v
i(p−1)+l−v
)
.
Then we get what we want by summing over all i ∈ Z.
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(c-h) If we denote
Fy,u,v =
∑
w(−1)
w
(
y
w
)∂(y+u−w
v−w
)
,
then
Fy,u,v = Fy,u−1,v + Fy,u−1,v−1,
and Fy,u,0 = 0 for all u > 0, and Fy,0,v =
(−1)v
v for all v > 1. We can either solve
this recurrence relation, or we can note that Fy,u,v is independent of y and hence
Fy,u,v = F0,u,v =
∑
w
(−1)w
w
(
−1
w−1
)(
u−w
v−w
)
= −
∑
w>0
1
w
(
u−w
v−w
)
.
(c-i) Since
(
y+u−w
v−w
)
= (−1)v−w
(
v−y−u−1
v−w
)
, the left side is the coefficient of Xv in
(−1)v(1 +X)y(1 +X)v−y−u−1 = (−1)v(1 +X)v−u−1,
and so is the right side.
(c-j) Since
(
l−1
w−1
)
=
(
l−1
l−w
)
and (−1)l−v
(
j−v
l−v
)
=
(
l−j−1
l−v
)
, the left side and the right
side are both equal to the coefficient of X l−v in (1 +X)l−j−1.
(c-k) If L(i, u, v) denotes the left side and R(i, u, v) denotes the right side then
⋆ (i, u, v) + ⋆ (i, u, v − 1) + ⋆ (i− 1, u, v − 1) = 0
for ⋆ ∈ {L,R}. Therefore it is enough to show the boundary cases when i = 0 or
v = 0. If i = 0 then both sides are equal to (−1)vδv=0. If v = 0 then both sides are
equal to (−1)iδi=u.
(2) The span of {f0, . . . , fα−1} is the same as the span of {
(
X
0
)
, . . . ,
(
X
α−1
)
}. Thus
the condition is equivalent to the condition that∑
iDi
(
i
w
)
= 0
for 0 6 w < α. The coefficients of any θαh satisfy this set of α equations. We
can subtract from
∑
iDix
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α a suitable θαh such that the only
non-zero coefficients of the result are indexed 0, . . . , α− 2. Since Vandermonde’s
determinant det(
(
i
w
)
)06i,w<α is non-zero, we have a set of α− 1 constants that
satisfy α independent linear equations, so all of them must be zero. Hence∑
iDix
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α = θαh.
(3) If w = 0 then
d0
α! =
Y−X
Y
(
Y
α
)
+
∑α
j=1(−1)
j
(
X+j+1
j+1
(
Y
α−j−1
)
+
(
Y
α−j
)) ((
Y +j
j
)
−
(
X+j
j
))
= Y−XY
(
Y
α
)
+ (X + 1)
(
Y
α−1
)
+
∑α
j=1(−1)
j
(
X+j+1
j+1
(
α−1
j
)(
Y +j
α−1
)
+
(
α
j
)(
Y +j
α
))
= −XY
(
Y
α
)
+
∑α
j=0(−1)
j
(
X+j+1
j+1
(
α−1
j
)(
Y +j
α−1
)
+
(
α
j
)(
Y +j
α
))
= 0.
If 0 < w 6 α and 0 < j 6 α then, due to c-f ,
Mw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
X+j
v
)(
Y +j−v
j−v
)
.
We want to show that (Y − α)(Mc)w = δw=α(Y −X)α+1, where (Mc)w denotes
the wth entry of Mc. The degree of (Y − α)(Mc)w is at most α+ 1. We are going
to show that it belongs to the ideal generated by Y −X − t for 0 6 t 6 α, and then
it will follow that it is a constant multiple of (Y −X)α+1 and we can deduce what
the constant is by comparing the coefficients of Y α+1. If t = 0 then the claim is
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obvious, so suppose that 0 < t 6 α. In that case (Mc)w is already a polynomial of
degree at most α− 1 in the quotient ring Q[X,Y ]/(Y −X − t) ∼= Q[X ]. By c-f ,
Mw,j =
∑
l
(
t
l
)(
X+j
j−l
)(
−l
w
)
= (−1)w
∑
l
(
t
l
)(
X+j
j−l
)(
w+l−1
w
)
.
So (−1)
w
α!
∑α
j=1 Mw,jcj is equal to∑
l
(
t
l
)(
w+l−1
w
)∑
j>0(−1)
j
(
X+j
j−l
) (
X+j+1
j+1
(
X+t
α−j−1
)
+
(
X+t
α−j
))
=
∑
l
(
t
l
)(
w+l−1
w
)∑
j>0(−1)
j
(
j−l+1
j+1
(
X+j+1
j−l+1
)(
X+t
α−j−1
)
+
(
X+j
j−l
)(
X+t
α−j
))
=
∑
l l
(
t
l
)(
w+l−1
w
)∑
j>0
(−1)j
j
(
X+j
j−l
)(
X+t
α−j
)
=
∑
u
∑
l l
(
t
l
)(
w+l−1
w
)∑
j>0
(−1)j
j
(
α−j+u
u
)(
α−t
j−l−u
)(
X+t
α−j+u
)
=
∑
u
(
X+t
u
)∑
l l
(
t
l
)(
w+l−1
w
)(
α−t
α−l−u
)∑
j>0
(−1)j
j
(
u
u−α+j
)
.
Here we have used the expression
(
z+m
n
)
=
∑
u
(
z
u
)(
m
n−u
)
, which holds true form ∈ Z
and n > 0 (as both sides are the coefficient of Zn in (1 + Z)z+m). Since u is less
than or equal to the degree (which is at most α− 1), the innermost sum is∑
j>0
(−1)j+α−u
j+α−u
(
u
j
)
= (−1)
α−u(α−u−1)!u!
α! .
Thus we want to show that∑
u,l
(
Y
u
) (−1)α−u−1(α−u−1)!u!
α!
(
t−1
l−1
)(
w+l−1
w
)(
α−t
α−l−u
)
= (Y−t)wYw+1
(
Y
α
)
.
Let us denote the left side by L(t) and the right side by R(t). Then∑m
j=0(−1)
j
(
m
j
)
R(j + 1) = wmαm+1
(
Y−m−1
α−m−1
)
=
∑
u
(
Y
u
) (−1)α−m−u−1wm
αm+1
(
α−u−1
α−m−u−1
)
.
To conclude that L(t) = R(t) for 1 6 t 6 α, it is evidently enough to show that∑m
j=0(−1)
j
(
m
j
)
L(j + 1) =
∑m
j=0(−1)
j
(
m
j
)
R(j + 1)
for 0 6 m < α. To do this, it is enough to show that the coefficients of
(
Y
u
)
are the
same on both sides, which is equivalent to showing that∑
j,l(−1)
m+j
(
m
j
)(
j
l−1
)(
w+l−1
w
)(
α−j−1
l+u−j−1
)
=
(
α−m−1
u
)(
w
m
)
.
Let us show that this equation is true more generally for all 0 6 α,m, u, w. Let
L(α, u) denote the left side and let R(α, u) denote the right side. Then
⋆ (α, u) = ⋆ (α− 1, u) + ⋆ (α− 1, u− 1)
for ⋆ ∈ {L,R}. Therefore we only need to show the boundary cases, i.e. the ones
when u = 0 or α = 0. If u = 0 then, since l − j − 1 6 0, the only terms on the left
side that are non-zero are the ones such that l − 1 = j. Thus, the equation is∑
j(−1)
m+j
(
m
j
)(
w+j
j
)
=
(
w
m
)
.
This follows from the fact that∑
w,m>0
∑
j(−1)
m+j
(
m
j
)(
w+j
j
)
XwY m ∈ Q(X,Y )
and ∑
w,m>0
(
w
m
)
XwY m ∈ Q(X,Y )
are both equal to 11−X−XY . If α = 0 then the equation is∑
j,l(−1)
m+l−1
(
m
j
)(
j
l−1
)(
w+l−1
w
)(
l+u−1
j
)
=
(
m+u
u
)(
w
m
)
.
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Let L(w,m, u) denote the left side and let R(w,m, u) denote the right side of this
equation. Then the equation follows from the fact that∑
w,m,u>0 L(w,m, u)X
wY mZu
and ∑
w,m,u>0 R(w,m, u)X
wY mZu
are both equal to 11−X−Z−XY +XZ .
(4) Straight from the definitions of s1(n, k) and s2(n, k) we have
(µ
js1(i,j)
i! )06i,j6α · (1, . . . , X
α)T = (
(
µX
0
)
, . . . ,
(
µX
α
)
)T
and
( j!s2(i,j)λi )06i,j6α · (
(
λX
0
)
, . . . ,
(
λX
α
)
)T = (1, . . . , Xα)T .
The claim then follows from the fact that
Lα(λ, µ) = (
µjs1(i,j)
i! )06i,j6α · (
j!s2(i,j)
λi )06i,j6α.
Lemma 4. The ideal Ia ⊆ ind
G
KZ Σ contains 1 •KZ,Qp x
jyr−j for all 0 6 j < ν
and 1 •KZ,Qp θ
ν
h for any polynomial h. Thus Θk,a is a subquotient of
indGKZ(Σr/〈y
r, . . . , xν−1yr−ν+1, θ
ν
Σr−ν(p+1)〉),
a module which has a series whose factors are subquotients of N̂0, . . . , N̂ν−1.
Proof. This is shown in lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 and remark 4.4 in [BG09].
Lemma 5. (1) We have, for any α < ν ≪ n≪ r,
(T − a) (1 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α)
=
∑
j(−1)
j
(
n
j
)
pj(p−1)+α( 1 00 p ) •KZ,Qp x
j(p−1)+αyr−j(p−1)−α
− a
∑
j(−1)
j
(
n−α
j
)
•KZ,Qp θ
αxj(p−1)yr−j(p−1)−α(p+1) + O(pn).
(2) im(T − a) contains∑
i
(∑β
l=β−γ Cl
(
r−β+l
i(p−1)+l
))
•KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+βyr−i(p−1)−β
+ O
(
ap−β+vC + pp−1
)
for all 0 6 β 6 γ < ν and all families {Cl}l∈Z of elements of Zp, where
vC = minβ−γ6l6β(vp(Cl) + l).
The O
(
ap−β+vC + pp−1
)
term is equal to O
(
pp−1
)
plus
−ap
−β
p−1
∑β
l=β−γ Clp
l
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]−l( p [µ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp θ
nxβ−l−nyr−np−β+l.
Proof. (1) Recall the formula
T (γ •KZ,Qp v) =
∑
µ∈Fp
γ( p [µ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp
(
( 1 −[µ]0 p ) · v
)
+ γ( 1 00 p ) •KZ,Qp ((
p 0
0 1 ) · v)
for T . If we apply this to
γ •KZ,Qp v = 1 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
=
∑n
j=0(−1)
j
(
n
j
)
•KZ,Qp x
α+j(p−1)yr−j(p−1)−α
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(the latter equality coming directly from the definition of θ), then the first part of
the formula (the part that involves ( p [µ]0 1 )) is∑
µ∈Fp
∑
j,z>0(
p [µ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp (−1)
j
(
n
j
)(
r−j(p−1)−α
z
)
(−[µ])r−j(p−1)−α−zpzxr−zyz.
The part of this sum with z > n is in O(pn), and (−[µ])r−j(p−1)−α−z is independent
of j when z < n (since r is sufficiently large). Then the coefficient of xr−zyz vanishes
when z < n since ∑
j(−1)
j
(
n
j
)(
r−j(p−1)−α
z
)
= 0,
due to c-e applied to (u, b, w, l) = (r − α, 0, z, n). The second part of the formula
(the part that involves ( 1 00 p )) is precisely∑
j(−1)
j
(
n
j
)
pj(p−1)+α( 1 00 p ) •KZ,Qp x
j(p−1)+αyr−j(p−1)−α,
and −a •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α is precisely
−a
∑
j(−1)
j
(
n−α
j
)
•KZ,Qp θ
αxj(p−1)yr−j(p−1)−α(p+1).
(2) Let us multiply part 1 on the left by
Cβ−αp
−α
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]α−β( p [µ]0 1 )
(that is, let us act on both sides of the equation in part 1 by the above element of
Qp[G]). Since im(T − a) is a G-module, both sides still end up in im(T − a). The
“j = 0” part of the first sum on the right side becomes
Cβ−α
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]α−β( 1 [µ]0 1 ) •KZ,Qp x
αyr−α
= Cβ−α •KZ,Qp
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]α−β( 1 [µ]0 1 )x
αyr−α
= (p− 1)
∑
iCβ−α
(
r−α
i(p−1)+β−α
)
•KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+βyr−i(p−1)−β .
Here we use the fact that
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]w = (p− 1)δw≡p−10 for w ∈ Z, and effectively
isolate a certain arithmetic progression of terms in the expansion of
[µ]α−β( 1 [µ]0 1 )x
αyr−α = [µ]α−βxα([µ]x + y)r−α.
The “j > 0” part of the first sum on the right becomes O
(
pp−1
)
. The rest of the
right side becomes
−aCβ−αp
−α
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]α−β( p [µ]0 1 ) •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α + O(pn−α).
Now if we sum the resulting right sides over all 0 6 α 6 γ and then divide by p− 1,
we get precisely∑γ
α=0
∑
iCβ−α
(
r−α
i(p−1)+β−α
)
•KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+βyr−i(p−1)−β + O
(
pp−1
)
− ap−1
∑γ
α=0 Cβ−αp
−α
∑
06=µ∈Fp
[µ]α−β( p [µ]0 1 ) •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α.
(O(pn−α) ⊂ O
(
pp−1
)
since n is sufficiently large.) This element is in im(T − a) and,
after changing to the variable l = β − α, we can see that it is precisely the element
we want.
Lemma 6. Let {f} be any “nice” family of polynomials. Suppose that 0 6 α < ν
and that v 6 vp(ϑα,{f}(Di)) is such that
v′ = min{vp(a)− α, v} 6 vp(ϑw,{f}(Di))
for α < w < 2ν − α and v′ < vp(ϑw,{f}(Di)) for 0 6 w < α. If
∆j =
(−1)α+j−1
cα,{f}α!
(
α
j−1
)
ϑα,{f}(Di),
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then v 6 vp(ϑα,{f}(∆i)) 6 vp(∆j) for all j and∑
i(∆i −Di) •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α
= δα6s(−1)
n+1D r−s
p−1
•KZ,Qp θ
nxr−np−s+αys−α−n
−D0 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
+ E •KZ,Qp θ
α+1h+ F •KZ,Qp h
′
modulo im(T − a) + O
(
pν−vp(a)+v + pν−α
)
, for some polynomials h and h′, some
E and F in Qp such that vp(E) > v
′ and vp(F ) > v
′, and all ν ≪ n.
Proof.
∑
i(∆i −Di) •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α is equal to
a−1T
∑
i(∆i −Di) •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α
= a−1
∑2ν−1−α
z=0 Xzp
z
∑
06=λ∈Fp
[−λ]r−α−z( p [λ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp x
r−zyz
+ δα6s(−1)
n+1D r−s
p−1
•KZ,Qp θ
nxr−np−s+αys−α−n
−D0 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
modulo im(T − a) + O(pν−α), where
Xz =
∑
i(∆i −Di)
(
r−i(p−1)−α
z
)
.
The constants ∆j are precisely designed so that Xα = 0. We assume vp(Xz) > v
′
for α < z < 2ν − α, so the part of the sum where ν 6 z is in
O
(
pν−vp(a)+v + pν−α
)
.
Due to the first part of lemma 5, the part of the sum where α < z < ν is
a−1
∑ν−1
z=α+1 Xzp
z
∑
06=λ∈Fp
[−λ]r−α−z( p [λ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp x
r−zyz
= a−1
∑ν−1
z=α+1 Xz
(
a
∑
06=λ∈Fp
[−λ]r−α−z( 1 [λ]
0 1
) •KZ,Qp θ
zhz + O(p
ν)
)
= E •KZ,Qp θ
α+1h+ O
(
pν−vp(a)+v
)
mod im(T − a) + O(pν−α)
for some h and E with vp(E) > v
′ since vp(Xz) > v
′ for all α < z < ν. Similarly,
the part of the sum where z 6 α is∑α−1
z=0 Fz •KZ,Qp θ
zhz + O
(
pν−vp(a)+v + pν−α
)
modulo im(T − a), for some hz and Fz with vp(Fz) > vp(Xz) > v
′. Then, after
writing Fh′ =
∑α−1
z=0 Fzθ
zhz , we get what we want.
Lemma 7. Let {f} be any “nice” family of polynomials, and let {Cl}l∈Z be any
family of elements of Zp. Suppose that 0 6 α < ν, and suppose that the constants
Di = δi=0C−1 + δ0<i(p−1)<r−2α
∑α
l=0 Cl
(
r−α+l
i(p−1)+l
)
satisfy the conditions of lemma 6. Moreover, suppose that C0 is a unit. Let
ϑ′{f} =
(−1)α
cα,{f}α!
ϑα,{f}(Di)− C−1.
Suppose that vp(C−1) > vp(ϑ
′
{f}).
(1) If vp(ϑ
′
{f}) 6 v
′ then im(T − a) contains an element whose reduction mod-
ulo m is a representative of a generator of N̂α.
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(2) If vp(a)− α < v then im(T − a) contains an element whose reduction mod-
ulo m is a representative of T (1 •KZ,Fp X
2α−r), where X2α−r generates
σ2α−r(r − α) ∼= Ir−2α(α)/σr−2α(α) = Nα/σr−2α(α).
Proof. Before proceeding to the proofs of (1) and (2), let us make some remarks.
According to lemmas 4 and 5, im(T − a) contains∑
iDi •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α + O(ap−α).
Recall that we wish to find an element of im(T − a) whose reduction modulo m is
a representative of an element of N̂α. The conditions of lemma 6 on the constants
Di were designed so that∑
iDix
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α = θαh+ h′
for some polynomials h, h′ such that vp(h
′) > v′ (that is, such that the valuation
of each of the coefficients of h′ is strictly greater than v′). To elaborate a bit,
in the very special case when ϑw,{f}(Di) = 0 for 0 6 w < α, those equations are
precisely the equations needed to imply that
∑
iDix
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α can be
factored as θαh, due to part (2) of lemma 3. The general case when ϑw,{f}(Di) > v
′
for 0 6 w < α can be reduced to this special case by adding a term h′ such that
vp(h
′) > v′. Then θ
α
h is an element of Nα, and the number ϑ
′
{f} is specifically
designed so that θ
α
g is precisely ϑ′{f} times a generator of Nα. If ϑ
′
{f} is a unit
then this immediately gives us an element of im(T − a) whose reduction modulo
m represents a generator of N̂α. Note that in general the valuation of ϑ
′
{f} is an
integer. If that integer is strictly positive then we would like to divide by a power
of p prior do reducing modulo m. We cannot do this directly, since there almost
certainly are some Di whose valuation is strictly smaller than the valuation of ϑ
′
{f}.
Thus we would like to “smoothen out” the Di to better constants ∆i which have
much of the same qualities as the Di but whose valuations are all at least as large
as the valuation of ϑ′{f}. We are going to use the constants ∆i from lemma 6, and
we are going to replace Di with ∆i by adding∑
i(∆i −Di) •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α +D0 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α.
We know, directly from the definition of the constants ∆i, that∑
i∆i •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α +D0 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
= (−1)
α
cα,{f}α!
ϑα,{f}(Di) •KZ,Qp θ
αxp−1yr−α(p+1)−p+1
+ C−1 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α,
and, for any A,B ∈ Zp, the reduction modulo m of
A •KZ,Qp θ
αxp−1yr−α(p+1)−p+1 + B •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
is A−B times a generator of N̂α. We use lemma 6 to deduce that if we add some
extra error terms to∑
i(∆i −Di) •KZ,Qp x
i(p−1)+αyr−i(p−1)−α +D0 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
we get an element of im(T − a), so that im(T − a) contains
(ϑ′{f} + C−1) •KZ,Qp θ
αxp−1yr−α(p+1)−p+1 + C−1 •KZ,Qp θ
nxα−nyr−np−α
+ E •KZ,Qp θ
α+1h+ F •KZ,Qp h
′ + O
(
pν−vp(a)+v + pvp(a)−α
)
,(♥)
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for some h, h′, E, F with vp(E) > v
′ and vp(F ) > v
′. Now let us proceed to the
proofs of (1) and (2).
(1) If vp(ϑ
′
{f}) 6 v
′ then we note that vp(C−1) > vp(ϑ
′
{f}), multiply ♥ by ‖ϑ
′
{f}‖p,
and therefore obtain in im(T − a) an element whose reduction modulo m is a rep-
resentative of a generator of N̂α. Note that the reduction modulo m of the other
terms is trivial as vp(a)− α > vp(ϑ
′
{f}) (since, crucially, vp(a) is not an integer).
(2) If vp(a)− α < v then we may assume that the dominant term comes from the
error term O(ap−α), which is described in the statement of lemma 5. After we
multiply ♥ by p−1ap−αC0 and reduce modulo m we get a representative of(∑
λ∈Fp
( p [λ]
0 1
) +A( p 00 1 ) + δr≡p−12αB(
1 0
0 p )
)
•KZ,Fp X
2α−r,
for some integral A and B. This is an element of
indGKZ(σ2α−r(r − α))
∼= indGKZ(Ir−2α(α)/σr−2α(α)) = ind
G
KZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)),
and it is trivial modulo Ia (as it is represented by the reduction modulo m of
an element of im(T − a)). The classification given in theorem 2 implies that ei-
ther T − λ acts trivially on indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) modulo Ia for some λ ∈ Fp, or
s ∈ {1, 3, . . . , 2ν − 1} and (T − λ)(T − λ−1) acts trivially on indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α))
modulo Ia for some λ ∈ F
×
p . Note that here we are looking at a different T—we
are looking at an endomorphism of indGKZ σ2α−r(r − α). Let us first consider the
case when T − λ acts trivially. Then(
A( p 00 1 ) + λ− δr≡p−12α(1 −B)(
1 0
0 p )
)
•KZ,Fp X
2α−r(♠)
is trivial in indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) modulo Ia. First suppose that 2α− r > 0. If
A 6= 0 (in Fp) then either λ = 0 in which case ind
G
KZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) is trivial modulo
Ia, or λ 6= 0 in which case we can multiply on the left by [µ]
p−2( 1 0[µ] 1 ) and sum
over all µ ∈ Fp to obtain that λ •KZ,Fp X
2α−r−1Y is trivial and therefore that
indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) is trivial modulo Ia. If A = 0 (in Fp) then either λ 6= 0
in which case indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) is trivial modulo Ia, or λ = 0 in which case
Ia contains a representative of T (1 •KZ,Fp X
2α−r). Now suppose that 2α− r = 0.
Then we can use the decomposition of G into cosets of KZ given in section 2.1.2
of [Bre03b] together with the fact that ♠ is trivial modulo Ia to conclude that
indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) is finite-dimensional modulo Ia. Thus it must be trivial
since all of the irreducible modules appearing in the statement of theorem 2 are
infinite-dimensional. Now let us consider the case when (T − λ)(T − λ−1) acts
trivially. Thus λ 6= 0 and s ∈ {1, 3, . . . , 2ν − 1}, and in particular 2α− r > 0. As(∑
λ∈Fp
( p [λ]
0 1
) +A( p 00 1 )
)
•KZ,Fp X
2α−r
is trivial in indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) modulo Ia, it follows that so is(
A2( p
2 0
0 1
) + (λ + λ−1)A( p 00 1 ) + 1
)
•KZ,Fp X
2α−r.
Again after multiplying on the left by [µ]p−2( 1 0[µ] 1 ) and summing over all µ ∈ Fp we
conclude that 1 •KZ,Fp X
2α−r−1Y is trivial (since 2α− r > 0) and therefore that
indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) is trivial modulo Ia. Consequently, either Ia contains a
representative of T (1 •KZ,Fp X
2α−r) or it contains a representative of a generator
of indGKZ(Nα/σr−2α(α)) (the latter being a stronger statement), and that element
of Ia is the reduction modulo m of an element of im(T − a).
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4. Proof of theorem 1
The proof is based on the approach outlined in [BG09], and it roughly consists
of finding enough elements in Ia, consequently eliminating enough subquotients of
indGKZ Σr, using that information to find Θk,a, and relating Θk,a with V k,a by using
theorem 2. We work with the family {f} defined by fw(x) =
(
x(p−1)
w
)
, and we omit
mentioning {f} and write ϑw,{f} = ϑw. Recall that the assumption in theorem 1 is
that s 6∈ {1, . . . , 2ν − 1}, i.e. that s > 2ν. The modules V k,a have been completely
described when k 6 2p+ 1 (see for instance theorem 3.2.1 in [Ber10]), so we may
assume that k > 2p+ 2. Moreover, theorem 1 is true for p = 3 (this follows from
the main result of [BG09]), so we may assume that p > 5. In particular, since
vp(a) <
p−1
2 and k > 2p+ 2 and (4p+ 2)(p
2 − 3p+ 1) > 3(p− 1)3, we can conclude
that k > 3vp(a) +
(k−1)p
(p−1)2 + 1. Thus theorem B in [Ber12] implies that there is a
constant m such that
V k,a ∼= V k′,a
whenever k′ > k and k′ ≡ k mod (p− 1)pm. By using this isomorphism we can
conclude that if theorem 1 is true for sufficiently large weights then it is true for all
weights. So it is enough to prove theorem 1 for sufficiently large weights, and from
now on we assume that k is sufficiently large.
Let us show that theorem 1 follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 8. For each 0 6 α < ν − 1, the image of T in
indGKZ(σ2α−r(r − α))
∼= indGKZ(Ir−2α(α)/σr−2α(α)) = ind
G
KZ(Nα/σr−2α(α))
is trivial modulo Ia.
Proof that proposition 8 implies theorem 1. Theorem 2 and lemma 4 imply that
the factors of Θk,a must be quotients of ind
G
KZ σr−2α(α) ⊂ N̂α for 1 6 α < ν (α = 0
is excluded since Ia contains 1 •KZ,Qp y
r, which generates indGKZ σr ⊂ N̂0) and
indGKZ(σ2ν−2−r(r − ν + 1))
∼= indGKZ(Nν−1/σr−2ν+2(ν − 1)).
Due to theorem 2, if indGKZ(σa(a
′)) and indGKZ(σb(b
′)) pair up to form a reducible
representation then b′ − a′ ≡p−1 a+ 1 and a+ b ≡p−1 −2. In particular, the repre-
sentations indGKZ σr−2α(α) and ind
G
KZ σr−2α′(α
′) cannot pair up to form a reducible
representation, as that would imply that
{2, . . . , 2ν − 2} ∋ α+ α′ ≡p−1 r + 1 ≡p−1 s+ 1 6∈ {2, . . . , 2ν}.
Similarly, the representations indGKZ σr−2α(α) and ind
G
KZ(σ2ν−2−r(r − ν + 1)) can-
not pair up to form a reducible representation, as that would imply that α ≡p−1 ν.
And, the representation indGKZ(σ2ν−2−r(r − ν + 1)) itself cannot make a reducible
representation, as that would imply that it is a twist of σp−2 and therefore that
s = 2ν − 1. Consequently, we can conclude that the remaining factors cannot pair
up to form a reducible representation—and therefore that Θk,a must be irreducible.
Thus our task is to prove proposition 8. The proof proceeds in four steps. The first
step is about showing that the image of T in
indGKZ(σ−r(r))
∼= indGKZ(N0/σr)
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is trivial modulo Ia. For the later steps, let us first recall the vague comment from
the introduction that we need to distinguish between r that are “far from a small
weight” and r that are “close to a small weight”. In the second step we work with r
that are “far from a small weight” in the sense that vp((s− r)α+1) = 0 (recall that
Xn = X(X − 1) · · · (X − n+ 1) is the falling factorial as defined in section 3). This
step is about finding suitable choices for the constants Cj and applying lemma 7.
In the third and fourth step we work with r that are “close to a small weight”.
These deal with the remaining cases when vp((s− r)α+1) 6= 0, i.e. with
r = s+ β(p− 1) + ıpm + O
(
pm+1
)
for some β ∈ {0, . . . , α}, some ı ∈ Z×p , and some m > 0. The case when β = 0 can
be worked out in similar fashion to the way the second step is worked out, by
directly constructing the right constants Cj . For β ∈ {1, . . . , α}, the conditions on
Cj which need to be satisfied for lemma 7 can be encoded in a matrix equation
Sv ≡ c (mod pm+1) with the matrix S = S(r) being a function of r. In general,
computing modulo an arbitrary power of p the types of combinatorial expressions
which appear as entries in S is very difficult. The idea is to treat η = ıpm as a
formal variable, approximate S(r) as
S(r) ≈ S(s+ β(p− 1)) + ηN(s+ β(p− 1))
with N playing the role of a “first order derivative” of S, approximate v and c as
v ≈ v1 + ηv2 and c ≈ c1 + ηc2, and thus reduce the equation S(r)v ≡ c (mod p
m+1)
to the set of two equations
S(s+ β(p− 1))v1 ≡ c1 (mod p
m+1),
S(s+ β(p− 1))v2 +N(s+ β(p− 1))v1 ≡ c2 (mod p).
An important caveat here is that one needs to be very careful about what constitutes
the first order derivative of S. In particular, the entries of S need to be written
in the form of combinatorial expressions where the only appearances of binomial
coefficients
(
r+A
B
)
are such that B < p. Then we use the fact that S(s+ β(p− 1))
is significantly easier to describe than S(r), and we choose a convenient basis which
reduces these two matrix equations to a single matrix equation in characteristic p.
While the latter involves complicated expressions involving the derivative of the
binomial coefficient, combinatorics is easier in characteristic p.
Let us note from the definition of ϑj(Di) that it is a linear combination of the
constants C−1, C0, . . . , Cα. We choose v = vp(ϑα(Di)) and C−1 = 0, except in the
third claim of the fourth step where we choose v = m+ 1 and C−1 = O
(
pm+1
)
,
and the condition vp(C−1) > vp(ϑ
′
{f}) is satisfied since vp(ϑ
′
{f}) is m+ 1. By A we
denote the matrix such that
A(C0, C1, . . . , Cα)
T = (ϑ0(Di), . . . , ϑ2ν−α−1(Di))
T .
This is a (2ν − α)× (α + 1) matrix, though sometimes we discard some of the
bottom rows and look at the top (α + 1)× (α+ 1) submatrix. The goal is to
find constants Cj that satisfy the conditions in lemma 7—if these exist then the
conclusion of either part (1) or part (2) of that lemma (depending on which one
of those is applicable) implies that the image of T in the corresponding quotient
of N̂α must be trivial modulo Ia. With our choice of v, part (1) of the lemma
is applicable if vp(ϑα(Di)) < vp(a)− α, and part (2) of the lemma is applicable if
vp(ϑα(Di)) > vp(a)− α. Since vp(ϑα(Di)) is an integer and vp(a)− α is not, we can
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conclude that the image of T in the corresponding quotient of N̂α must be trivial
modulo Ia as long as we can find suitable constants Cj . That involves solving a
matrix equation modulo a suitable power of p.
First step: α = 0. Let us choose C0 = 1 and C−1 = 0. Then, due to c-b,
ϑ0(Di) =
s−r
s p+ O
(
(s− r)p2
)
.
Moreover, due to c-b and c-c,
ϑw(Di) =
∑
0<i(p−1)<r
(
r
i(p−1)
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
=
∑
0<i(p−1)<r
(
r−w
i(p−1)−w
)(
r
w
)
=
(
r
w
)∑
0<i(p−1)<r
∑w
u=0(−1)
u
(
w
u
)(
r−u
i(p−1)
)
= p
(
r
w
)
(s− r)
∑w
u=0(−1)
u
(
w
u
)
1
s−u + O
(
(s− r)p2
)
= p(−1)w
(
r
w
)
(s− r) w!sw+1 + O
(
(s− r)p2
)
= O((s− r)p)
for all 0 < w < 2ν. Consequently, we can apply lemma 7 to conclude that the image
of T in
indGKZ(σ−r(r))
∼= indGKZ(N0/σr)
must be trivial modulo Ia.
Second step: vp((s − r)α+1) = 0 and 0 < α < ν − 1. Let M and c be as in
part (3) of lemma 3, and let us make the substitutions X = r − α and Y = s− α.
Let us apply part (3) of lemma 3 with (C−1, C0) = (0, 1) and Cj =
cjp
(s−α)α
for
0 < j 6 α. Then
A(1, C1, . . . , Cα)
T = (ϑ0(Di), . . . , ϑ2ν−α−1(Di))
T ,
where A is the (2ν − α)× (α+ 1) matrix with entries
Aw,0 = p(−1)
w (s−r)(r−α)w
(s−α)w+1
+ O
(
p2
)
,
Aw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
r−α+j
v
) ((
s−α+j−v
j−v
)
−
(
r−α+j−v
j−v
))
+ O(p),
for 0 6 w < 2ν − α and 0 < j 6 α. In particular, Aw,j = p
δj=0(Mw,j + O(p)) for
0 6 w 6 α and 0 < j 6 α. Therefore, due to part (3) of lemma 3, the first α entries
of the resulting column vector are O
(
p2
)
, and the entry indexed α is
ϑα(Di) = p
(s−r)α+1
(s−α)α+1
+ O
(
p2
)
6∈ O
(
p2
)
.
In particular, since all subsequent entries are evidently O(p), we can apply lemma 7
to conclude that the image of T in the corresponding quotient of N̂α must be trivial
modulo Ia.
Third step: vp(s − r) > 0 and 0 < α < ν − 1. Suppose that
r = s+ ıpm + O
(
pm+1
)
for some ı ∈ Z×p and some m > 0. Then there are similar expressions for the entries
of the matrix A as in the second step, except the error term in the expression for
Aw,0 is O
(
p2(s− r)
)
and the error term in the expression for Aw,j with j > 0 is
O
(
pm+1
)
. That is,
Aw,0 = p(−1)
w (s−r)(r−α)w
(s−α)w+1
+ O
(
p2(s− r)
)
,
Aw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
r−α+j
v
) ((
s−α+j−v
j−v
)
−
(
r−α+j−v
j−v
))
+ O
(
pm+1
)
,
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for 0 6 w < 2ν − α and 0 < j 6 α. The column vector with entries ϑw(Di) for
0 6 w < 2ν − α is equal to A(1, C1, . . . , Cα)
T , its first α entries are O
(
pm+2
)
, and
the entry indexed α is p (s−r)α+1(s−α)α+1 + O
(
pm+2
)
. Moreover, as long as w < 2ν − α,
Aw,0 = p(−1)
w (s−r)(r−α)w
(s−α)w+1
+ O
(
p2(s− r)
)
= O
(
pm+1
)
,
and, since r = s+ O(pm), we can replace r with s in the expression for Aw,j when
j > 0 to deduce that
Aw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
s−α+j
v
)(
s−α+j−v
j−v
)
+ O(pm)
=
∑
i>0
(
s−α+j
i(p−1)+j
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
+ O(pm) = O(pm).
for 0 < w < 2ν − α and j > 0. Since 1 6 vp(Cj) for 1 6 j 6 α, it follows that all
subsequent entries of the resulting column vector are O
(
pm+1
)
. So we can apply
lemma 7 to conclude that the image of T in the corresponding quotient of N̂α must
be trivial modulo Ia.
Fourth step: vp((s − r − 1)α) > 0 and 0 < α < ν − 1. Let us consider the
(α+ 1)× (α+ 1) matrix A that has integer entries
Aw,j = p
−δj=0
∑
i>0
(
r−α+j
i(p−1)+j
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
,
for 0 6 w, j 6 α. Note that Aw,0 can be computed as in the second step and it
is indeed and integer. It follows directly from the definition of ϑj(Di) that A is
precisely the matrix such that
A(C0, C1/p, . . . , Cα/p)
T = (ϑ0(Di)/p, ϑ1(Di)/p, . . . , ϑα(Di)/p)
T .
Recall that (
X
n
)∂
= ∂∂X
(
X
n
)
.
Let us also consider the (α+ 1)× (α + 1) matrices S and N with integer entries
Sw,j = p
−δj=0
∑β
i=1
(s+β(p−1)−α+j
i(p−1)+j
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
,
Nw,j = p
−δj=0
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
v
)∂∑β
i=0
(s+β(p−1)−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
− δw=0p
−δj=0
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
j
)∂
− δj=0(−1)
w
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)
w!
(s−α)w+1
,
for 0 6 w, j 6 α. Let
r = s+ β(p− 1) + ıpm + O
(
pm+1
)
for some β ∈ {0, . . . , α}, some ı ∈ Z×p , and some m > 0, and let η = ıp
m. The idea
here is that
A = S + ηN + O
(
pm+1
)
,
and if the constants Cj are chosen in a way that
(C0, C1/p, . . . , Cα/p) = u+ ηv + O
(
pm+1
)
,
then the matrix equation we wish to solve is
(S + ηN)(u+ ηv) = (η, 0, . . . , 0)T + O
(
pm+1
)
.
This is an equation over Zp; in particular, note that C1, . . . , Cα are chosen to be in
pZp. Note also that we need to rewrite the entries of A by using c-g before being
able to take the “first order derivative”. Let us actually prove this.
Claim one: A = S + ηN + O
(
pm+1
)
.
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Proof. First let us look at the entries with j > 0. Due to c-g,
Aw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
r−α+j
v
)∑
i>0
(
r−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
=
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
r−α+j
v
)∑
i
(
r−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
−
(
r−α+j
j
)(
0
w
)
.
The second equality here simply amounts to extracting the “i = 0” term from the
sum. We now use the fact that(
r−α+j
j
)
=
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
j
)
+ η
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
j
)∂
+ O
(
pm+1
)
.
This holds true since the denominator j! of
(
r−α+j
j
)
is coprime to p. Due to c-g,
Sw,j =
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
v
)∑
i>0
(s+β(p−1)−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
.
By combining these facts we get that Aw,j − Sw,j − ηNw,j is∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
v
)∑
i
((
r−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
−
(s+β(p−1)−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
))
+ η
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
v
)∂
·
∑
i
((
r−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
−
(s+β(p−1)−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
))
−
(
r−α+j
j
)(
0
w
)
+
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
j
)(
0
w
)
+ η
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
j
)∂(0
w
)
.
The first two lines are in O
(
pm+1
)
since∑
i
(
r−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
≡
∑
i
(s+β(p−1)−α+j−v
i(p−1)+j−v
)
(mod pm+1),
due to c-a. The third line is also evidently in O
(
pm+1
)
, which proves that
Aw,j = Sw,j + ηNw,j + O
(
pm+1
)
.
Now let us look at the entries with j = 0. In this case
pAw,0 =
∑
i>0
(
r−α
i(p−1)
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
=
(
r−α
w
)∑
i>0
(
r−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
,
pSw,0 =
∑
i>0
(
s+β(p−1)−α
i(p−1)
)(
i(p−1)
w
)
=
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)∑
i>0
(
s+β(p−1)−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
,
pNw,0 =
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)∂∑
i>0
(
s+β(p−1)−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
− p(−1)w
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)
w!
(s−α)w+1
.
So p(Aw,0 − Sw,0 − ηNw,0) is(
r−α
w
)∑
i>0
((
r−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
−
(s+β(p−1)−α−w
i(p−1)−w
))
+
((
r−α
w
)
−
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)
− η
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)∂)∑
i>0
(s+β(p−1)−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
+ p(−1)w
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)
w!
(s−α)w+1
.
The second line is in O
(
pm+2
)
since, due to c-b and c-c,∑
i>0
(s+β(p−1)−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
= O(p).
Due to c-b and c-c,
∑
i>0
((
r−α−w
i(p−1)−w
)
−
(s+β(p−1)−α−w
i(p−1)−w
))
is∑w
j=0(−1)
j
(
w
j
)
(Mr−α−j −Ms+β(p−1)−α−j)
=
∑w
j=0(−1)
j
(
w
j
)( tr−α−j
sr−α−j
p−
ts+β(p−1)−α−j
ss+β(p−1)−α−j
p+ O
(
pm+2
))
=
∑w
j=0(−1)
j
(
w
j
)(
−ı
s−α−j p
m+1 + O
(
pm+2
))
= pη(−1)w+1 w!(s−α)w+1 + O
(
pm+2
)
.
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For the first equality we use c-b to compute M⋆. The O
(
pm+2
)
term in the second
line comes from the fact that the terms O
(
tr−α−jp
2
)
and O
(
ts+β(p−1)−α−jp
2
)
are
congruent modulo pm+2—we can show this by noting that tr−α−j and ts+β(p−1)−α−j
are congruent modulo pm and using the explicit description of O
(
tup
2
)
in the proof
of c-b. The second equality comes from the fact that tr−α−j = β − ıp
m + O
(
pm+1
)
and ts+β(p−1)−α−j = β. Consequently, p(Aw,0 − Sw,0 − ηNw,0) is
pη(−1)w w!(s−α)w+1
((
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)
−
(
r−α
w
))
+ O
(
pm+2
)
= O
(
pm+2
)
,
just as we wanted to prove. 
Before solving this equation in u and v and applying lemma 7, let us mention how
we can simplify it by choosing a better basis. Let B be the (α+ 1)× (α + 1) matrix
with integer entries
Bi,j = j!
∑α
k,l=0
(−1)i+l+k
l!
(
l
i
)
(1− p)−ks1(l, k)s2(k, j),
where s1(i, j) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind and s2(k, j) are the Stirling
numbers of the second kind.
Claim two: B encodes precisely the row operations that transform S into a matrix
with zeros outside the rows indexed 1 through β and such that
(BS)w,j = p
−δj=0
(s+β(p−1)−α+j
w(p−1)+j
)
when 1 6 w 6 β.
Proof. Let L = Lα(p− 1, 1) be the matrix defined in part (4) of lemma 3, so that
(LS)l,j = p
−δj=0
∑β
w=1
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
w(p−1)+j
)(
w
l
)
.
Let E = (
(
w
l
)
)06l,w6α. Then the claim follows from the fact that
B = ((−1)i+l
(
l
i
)
)06i,l6α · L = E
−1L.

Since the zeroth column of B is (1, 0, . . . , 0)T , we equivalently want to solve
B(S + ηN)(u+ ηv) = B(η, 0, . . . , 0)T + O
(
pm+1
)
= (η, 0, . . . , 0)T + O
(
pm+1
)
.
Claim three: If we can find a solution
(C0, C1/p, . . . , Cα/p) = u+ ηv + O
(
pm+1
)
to
B(S + ηN)(u+ ηv) = (η, 0, . . . , 0)T + O
(
pm+1
)
such that C0 is a unit, then the image of T in the corresponding quotient of N̂α is
trivial modulo Ia.
Proof. Suppose that such a solution exists. We have that ϑα(Di) = O
(
pm+2
)
(since the corresponding entry of A(u + ηv) has valuation m+ 1). We can find a
suitable C−1 with valuation m+ 1 which makes vp(ϑ
′) = vp(C−1) = m+ 1, and
such that ϑw(Di) = O
(
pm+2
)
for all w < α. This is because C−1 affects only
ϑ0(Di), so that we can pick C−1 = −ϑ0(Di) (which has valuation m+ 1). More-
over, ϑw(Di) = O
(
pm+1
)
for all α < w < 2ν − α. Indeed, if we extend the number
of rows in A, S, and N to 2ν − α by defining Aw,j, Sw,j, and Nw,j with the same
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equations used for the first α+ 1 rows, then still A = S + ηN + O
(
pm+1
)
. There-
fore, since A ≡ S mod η (as the entries of N are integers), and as all rows of S are
linear combinations of the rows of BS indexed 1 through β, it follows that every
entry of A(u+ ηv) is O(η).1 That allows us to apply lemma 7 to conclude that the
image of T in the corresponding quotient of N̂α must be trivial modulo Ia. 
Let Q be the matrix that is obtained from BN by replacing the rows indexed 1
through β with the corresponding rows of BS.
Claim four: If we can find a solution of
Q(z0, . . . , zα)
T = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T
(over Fp) such that z0 6= 0, then we can find a solution
(C0, C1/p, . . . , Cα/p) = u+ ηv + O
(
pm+1
)
to
B(S + ηN)(u+ ηv) = (η, 0, . . . , 0)T + O
(
pm+1
)
such that C0 is a unit.
Proof. u = (z0, . . . , zα)
T is in kerBS = kerS and
BNu+BSv = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T
for some v (because the submatrix of BS consisting of the rows indexed 1 through
β has full rank). Then (z0, . . . , zα)
T ∈ kerS lifts to a u ∈ kerS, and
B(S + ηN)(u+ ηv) = (η, 0, . . . , 0)T + O
(
pm+1
)
for any lift v of v. Since z0 6= 0, C0 must be a unit. 
Thus, in light of the preceding discussion and the four claims we proved, our task
is showing that there exists a solution of
Q(z0, . . . , zα)
T = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T
(over Fp) such that z0 6= 0. If 1 6 i 6 β then we can write Qi,j as the reduction
modulo p of
p−δj=0
(s+β(p−1)−α+j
i(p−1)+j
)
,
which can be simplified to(
β
i
)
·
{ (
s−α−β+i
i
)−1
(−1)i+1 if j = 0,(
s−α−β+j
j−i
)
if j > 0.
If i 6∈ [1, β] then we can write Qi,j as the reduction modulo p of
p−δj=0
∑α
w=0 Bi,w
∑
v(−1)
w−v
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
v
)∂
·
∑β
u=0
(s+β(p−1)−α+j−v
u(p−1)+j−v
)
− δi=0p
−δj=0
(
s+β(p−1)−α+j
j
)∂
− δj=0
∑α
w=0 Bi,w(−1)
w
(
s+β(p−1)−α
w
)
w!
(s−α)w+1
.
1Note that it is crucial here that the entries of N be integers, which they are since the equations
in the first claim of this step hold true for w < s − α. If w > s − α then the equation for Nw,j is
different (as, for instance, a certain alternating sum is not (−1)w w!
(s−α)w+1
). This is one of the
places where the proof breaks down if s < 2ν.
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Let us attempt to simplify this. The matrix B can be defined as
B(
(
−X
0
)
, . . . ,
(
−X
α
)
)T =
(∑α
l=0(−1)
i+l
(
l
i
)(
X
l
))T
06i6α
.
Since (
X
l
)
= (−1)l
(
−X+l−1
l
)
= (−1)l
∑
w
(
−X
w
)(
l−1
l−w
)
for l > 0, it follows that
Bi,w = δ(i,w)=(0,0) +
∑α
l=1(−1)
i
(
l
i
)(
l−1
l−w
)
.
In particular, B0,w =
(
α
w
)
and
∑α
w=0(−1)
w−vBi,w
(
j+w−v−1
w−v
)
is equal to∑α
w=0 Bi,w
(
−j
w−v
)
=
∑α
w=0
(
δ(i,w)=(0,0) +
∑α
l=1(−1)
i
(
l
i
)(
l−1
l−w
)) (
−j
w−v
)
= δ(i,v)=(0,0) +
∑α
w,l=1(−1)
i
(
l
i
)(
l−1
w−1
)(
−j
w−v
)
= δ(i,v)=(0,0) + (−1)
i+v
∑α
l=1(−1)
l
(
l
i
)(
j−v
l−v
)
= (−1)i+v
∑α
l=0(−1)
l
(
l
i
)(
j−v
l−v
)
.
The third equality follows from c-j. When 0 6 v 6 j 6 α, this is equal to
(−1)i+j+v
(
v
j−i
)
,
due to c-k. Hence we can simplify Qi,j for i 6∈ [1, β] as
∑α
w=0(−1)
wBi,w
(
β
(
s−α−β
w
)∂
−
(
s−α−β
w
))
w!
(s−α)w+1
if j = 0,∑
v(−1)
i+j+v
(
v
j−i
)(
s−α−β+j
v
)∂(s−α+j−v
j−v
)
− δi=0
(
s−α−β+j
j
)∂
if j > 0.
It follows immediately from these expressions that all entries below the diagonal
of Q that are not in the zeroth column must be zero, since
(
s−α−β+j
j−i
)
= 0 and(
v
j−i
)
= 0 when j < i. It also follows that all entries in the zeroth row except for
the one that is in the zeroth column must be zero, since the only non-zero term in
the relevant sum ∑
v(−1)
j+v
(
v
j
)(
s−α−β+j
v
)∂(s−α+j−v
j−v
)
is the one with v = j (as
(
v
j
)
= 0 for v < j and
(
s−α+j−v
j−v
)
= 0 for v > j). Thus the
equation
Q(z0, . . . , zα)
T = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T
has a solution such that z0 6= 0 as long as the determinant detQ = Q0,0 · · ·Qα,α is
non-zero. Since B0,w =
(
α
w
)
,
(s−α)α+1
α!β Q0,0 =
∑α
w=0(−1)
w
((
s−α−β
w
)∂
− 1β
(
s−α−β
w
)) (
s−α−w−1
α−w
)
.
Due to c-h and c-i, that is equal to
−
∑
w>0
1
w
(
β−1−w
α−w
)
− (−1)
α
β
(
α−β
α
)
= (−1)α+β+1
∑
w
(−1)w
w+β
(
α−β
w
)
= (−1)
α+β+1
β(αβ)
.
The diagonal entries Q1,1, . . . , Qβ,β are equal to
(
β
1
)
, . . . ,
(
β
β
)
. For β < j,
Qj,j = −
∑
w>0
1
w
(
β−w
j−w
)
,
due to c-h, and that is equal to (−1)
β+j
(β+1)( jβ+1)
. Therefore,
detQ = (−1)
α+β+1(α−β)!β!
(s−α)α+1
∏β
j=1
(
β
j
)∏α
j=β+1
(−1)β+j
(β+1)( jβ+1)
6= 0 (over Fp),
and that concludes the proof of proposition 8.
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